
Charles III, Real King or Servant of the Globalists?

Description

UK: The death of Queen Elizabeth II and the inheritance of the British throne by her eldest son 
Charles, can either be viewed as a significant event holding the possibility of positive change, or the 
further manifestation of a beguiling and deceptive show of imperial/colonial self importance.

It’s too early to know which way the pendulum will swing, but well over half the British public still 
supports the existence of a Monarchy and turns out in large numbers to express their approval of the 
theatre that remains an enduring part of the British love affair with ‘tradition’ and the uncopromisingly 
expensive and pompous spectacle that surrounds the great majority of royal occasions.

King Charles III takes the throne at a time of great uncertainty and insecurity for all people, not just the
population of Great Britain. The United Kingdom, like many other countries, is locked into a seemingly
insoluble set of political and economic upheavals, all symptomatic of the dominant globalist regime of
the past three/four decades.

Most of what provides the appearance of worldly significance for the UK comes from what is referred to
as its ‘special relationship’ with the USA. This means letting US top brass decide the UK’s role in the
geopolitical machinations of an international power struggle and then entering into collusion with UK
officialdom over how this will be financed and spun by the global media.

The brutal wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria were largely Anglo-American planned and executed
events taken-up later by the European Union as a show of what is called ‘International solidarity’.

But recently a whole new dimension of power has imposed itself on the socio-economic and 
cultural pattern of the UK, Europe, North America and beyond. This power heist is that of the 
World Economic Forum (WEF) operating in full collaboration with the United Nations (especially 
its World Health Organisation) along with the corporate giants that dominate the global 
economy.
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This is especially true when it comes to the machinations of the privately controlled and debt creating
central banking system that’s led by the secretive and almost unknown Bank for International
Settlements (BIS).Image not found or type unknown

Controversially, King Charles III has been

revealed to be in very close collaboration with the WEF’s executive director Klaus Schwab. In 2020,
Charles gave the opening address to the WEF Summit at Davos where The Great Reset was formally
announced.

The Great Reset, let us remind ourselves, comprises ‘The Green New Deal’, ‘The Fourth Industrial 
Revolution’, the UN’s ‘Seventeen Sustainable Goals’ and the ‘Zero CO2’ Global 
Warming/Climate Change imperative that originated at The Club of Rome, itself an active
participant in this small cabal of ‘hidden government’ which seeks total domination of global affairs and
global wealth.

The vast majority of the public have no idea that their new king appears to support the imposition of
The Great Reset, which according to Klaus Schwab, involves merging human beings into digitally
controlled ‘trans-human’ cyborgs that will represent ‘a great advancement’ of civilisation here on Earth.
Indeed, Schwab’s chief advisor, Yuval Noah Harari, recently stated “We will create non-organic
humans…we will do better than God”.

As Prince, Charles made a name for himself as an upholder of environmental causes, traditional
architecture and organic farming. How is it possible that he could stand shoulder to shoulder with Klaus
Schwab giving support to his widely stated claim that, as part of The Great Reset, the human race will
have to live on a diet of petri-dish propagated laboratory foods and processed insects? Not to mention
Schwab’s now famous declaration that under The Great Reset “You will own nothing, and will be
happy”.

Many see Charles as having a broadly humanitarian outlook and a certain ease with working class
people and farmers. But, as a stated supporter of The Green New Deal, he is putting his weight 
behind the end of independent family farming by introducing in its place sterile robotic 
agricultural mechanisms, synthetic laboratory foods and ‘rewilded’ countryside, likely offering
shooting and hunting opportunities for the privileged, but little artisan or useful silvicultural activity for
those skilled people who traditionally provide the stewardship of our countryside and rural communities.

The new king was schooled in the ‘environmental sustainability’ movement of the 1980’s and 1990’s.
Leading non governmental figureheads of this movement adopted an elitist view on how to manage the
resource base to counteract so-called ‘Global Warming’. They believed in the false science of the
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government backed International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and its wholly contrived rhetoric
that Global Warming is the result of excessive CO2 production of industrial nations and that only a
major cut back in the use of fossil fuel could ‘save the planet’.

This belief is the basis of the WEF’s entire policy agenda, including achieving ‘Zero CO2’ by 2040.

Stopping Global Warming is the excuse for collapsing the present economy and shifting all energy
production into a fake green programme of centralised and corporate owned ‘alternative’ power
sources, drawing heavily on scarce finite resources of rare minerals and use of high energy demanding
metals for the construction of large scale wind and photovoltaic energy farms.

Could Charles, famed for his support of organic agriculture, really be in support of the WEF’s plan to
subject the general public to a diet of insects, cultured fake meat and dairy products to replace real
food by 2030? Is he so high-tech appeased to believe in the proclamation by Schwab that “At the end,
what the Fourth Industrial Revolution will lead to is a fusion of our physical, our digital and our
biological bodies.”

As Charles takes the throne an extraordinary clash of powers are playing-out their end game agenda.
On the one hand, the vast corporate global power matrix is backing a frighteningly mechanistic, digital
and algorithmically controlled future. A future dominated by weaponised 5, 6 and 7G electro magnetic
wave pulses powering control-grid based ‘Smart Cities’ to be inhabited by disenfranchised country
dwellers.

On the other hand, a new wave of awareness is rising which holds Man as sacred and his environment
as a priceless gift in need of a whole new form of benign and common sense stewardship that contains
the true and human-scale values of real ecology.

King Charles will swear his Coronation Oath on his official day of inauguration. His mother did the
same at her Coronation in 1953. This oath states that the King will remain loyal to protecting the well
being and safety of his subjects and to guard the independent sovereignty of the nation.

His mother, for whatever reason, failed the citizens of Great Britain in this respect. She sold-out to the
globalists and supranational authority of the European Union.

UK citizens have clawed-back one of these losses. Will King Charles III be true to his Coronation
Oath? Will the rulings of 1215 Magna Carta re-emerege from their present obscurity and be proclaimed
as the foundation for the future of the British Isles? Will the never revoked constitutional Common Law
of the people rise-up to force the lawless elite cabal off their Masonic pedestals of power?

Perhaps the people of Great Britain will finally wake-up to the fact that the royal chimera played-out
daily on their TV screens is nothing but a tool of simple deception that’s designed to soften and
obscure the stark realities of a world governed by fascist sentiments and an advanced array of high-
tech weaponry for the imposition of the digital hypnosis of the masses.

Whichever way it goes, ‘waking-up’ remains the highest imperative and we, the people, need to
recognise – and act on – our rightful and lawful authority to lead, and not leave it to the unelected and
unaccountable masters of pomp and spin.
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by Julian Rose
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